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Abstract: 

 
The 2008-2009 Israel-Gaza conflict featured a series of innovative approaches to communications 
intelligence, which included utilizing civilian telephone networks to achieve tactical and psychological 
objectives. The “cell war” between the IDF and Hamas is indicative of an ongoing global struggle 
between asymmetrical insurgents and state actors to control large-scale telecommunications structures. 
“Cell wars” have been taking place for quite some time in Iraq, Somalia, Afghanistan, Lebanon, Syria, 
and several other nations, including inside the United States. Weapons in this hi-tech conflict include 
surveillance satellites, voice scramblers, encryption software and mobile phone cameras, among other 
technologies. Essentially, this war is being fought over the control over national and international 
telecommunications grids, and centers increasingly on telecommunications service providers —
companies such as Jawwal in Palestine, Roshan in Afghanistan, or Mobilink in Pakistan. These 
companies are rapidly becoming combat zones in a battle to control the channels of digital 
communications in 21st-century asymmetrical warfare.  
 
 

Cell Wars:  
The Changing Landscape of Communications Intelligence 

 
 
From December 27, 2008, until January 18, 2009, the world witnessed yet another violent confrontation 
between Israel and the Palestinians. From its very beginning, the 2008-2009 Israel-Gaza conflict, as it 
has come to be known, displayed the familiar aspects of political controversy and military brutality that 
typify the long history of the Israeli-Palestinian rivalry. Tactically, however, the Israeli military’s 
incursion into the Gaza strip (codenamed Operation CAST LEAD) featured a series of innovative 
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approaches to urban asymmetrical warfare, which, some observers claim, enabled the Israeli Defense 
Forces (IDF) “to outflank and defeat [Palestinian group] Hamas in its own territory” (Eshel 2009). 
 
 At the center of these new tactics was the “unprecedented level of interservice cooperation” 
(ibid.) between the IDF and Israel’s Internal Security Agency (ISA). Throughout the 23-day conflict, 
agents of the ISA, Israel’s foremost domestic intelligence organization, which is also known as Shabak, 
or Shin Bet, were reportedly embedded in Israeli command posts and forward units deep into the Gaza 
Strip. The IDF utilized advanced information and communication technologies to “rapidly [turn 
intelligence leads gathered by ISA agents] into targeting data for strikes against time-critical targets” 
(ibid.). 
 
 What was novel from a communications intelligence point of view was that both landline and 
cellular networks in the Strip were intensely targeted by the IDF-ISA operational interface. Moreover, 
the two agencies appear to have utilized the Gaza’s telephone network to achieve both tactical and 
psychological objectives. This innovative approach partly explains why the Israeli forces refrained from 
sabotaging Gaza’s telephone network during the incursion. Some parts of the network in northern Gaza 
suffered damage during IDF raids (Anon 2008a), but such instances appeared to be inadvertent. In fact, 
the Strip’s telecommunications network was primarily disabled from being swamped by “intense calls 
between people during the hours of shelling” (ibid.), rather than out of deliberate targeting by the IDF. 
There were reports on as late as January 13, five days before the end of mass hostilities, of civilian 
telephones in Gaza that “didn’t stop ringing during the day and receiving different phone calls” 
(Ramadan 2009), signifying an essentially functioning telecommunications system. This was 
augmented during the conflict by the executive decision by Jawwal, the sole Palestinian cellular 
telecommunications service provider, to donate airtime credit to its subscribers, thus allowing them to 
continue to use their cellular telephones amidst the chaos of the conflict (Estrin 2009). 
 
THIS IS THE IDF CALLING 
 
Long familiar with IDF and ISA surveillance tactics, the primarily young, cell-phone-savvy population 
of the Gaza Strip was acutely aware of the primary reason why the Strip’s telephone network was left 
standing during the conflict. In the words of Amman Aked, Jawwal’s director in Ramallah, the motive 
was “to make sure that the militant people actually use their [cell] phones and [the Israeli forces] can 
look at their locations” (ibid). But another, equally important, reason soon became apparent: on January 
7, 2009, Israel’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs voluntarily revealed that, in the early hours of the conflict, 
the IDF placed “around 20,000 phone calls throughout [sic] the entire Gaza Strip”, including “10,000 
phone calls [...] to the residents of Rafah” alone (Anon 2009a). The calls relayed a pre-recorded 
warning in Arabic that “the life of anyone in whose home ammunition and weapons are to be found is 
in danger, and he must leave the place for the sake of his own safety and that of his family” (ibid).  

 
The frequency of these phone calls intensified during the main phase of the Israeli incursion. 

Many Gazans reported receiving “unusual phone calls” on both cellular and landline networks, 
prompting them to supply the identities of Hamas militants or giving them a few minutes to evacuate 
their homes prior to the arrival of armed Israeli helicopters (Ramadan, 2009; Rabinovich, 2008; 2009; 
Michaels, 2009). In virtually every case, the male Arabic-speaking caller clearly identified himself as a 
member of the IDF (Rabinovich 2008), while in nearly all cases the telephone calls were routed through 
international network carriers (Michaels 2009). 
 
IDF officials suggested that the telephone calls were placed as “a service” to the Palestinians, “[t]o 
reduce civilian casualties” in Gaza and “to warn civilians [...], especially when we’re going to target a 
building” (Rabinovich, 2009; Michaels, 2009). However, the nature of many of the calls suggests 
multifaceted motives that incorporate significant intelligence components. In January, Israeli officials 
confirmed to The New York Times that “Israeli intelligence officers [were] telephoning Gazans and, in 
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good Arabic, pretending to be sympathetic Egyptians, Saudis, Jordanians or Libyans” (Erlanger  2009). 
Palestinian cellular telecommunications service provider Jawwal reported that on January 15 at least 
1,500 subscribers contacted the company’s customer service center in Ramallah to “complain about 
suspicious calls from abroad” (Estrin 2009). Many subscribers reported that, after expressing support 
for Hamas, the foreign callers typically asked for specific information regarding “local conditions, 
whether the family supports Hamas and if there are fighters in the building or the neighborhood” 
(Erlanger 2009). Several sources confirmed that a number of Arab- and Muslim-owned telephone 
service providers in Libya, Yemen, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Australia and elsewhere, offered their 
customers free calls to the Gaza strip in a concerted expression of solidarity with the Palestinian 
population (Ramadan, 2009; Estrin, 2009). But complimentary solidarity calls accounted for only a 
portion of the remarkable 30% jump in international calls to the Gaza Strip during the Israeli incursion 
(Estrin 2009). The Israeli piggybacking tactic caused Jawwal to consider ways of blocking the 
suspicious calls, which apparently kept coming in at all times of the day or night (Ramadan 2009). But 
the Palestinian cellular service provider eventually realized it would be impossible to selectively block 
what were essentially untraceable international calls (Estrin 2009). 
 
RECENT PRECEDENTS 
 
The 2008-2009 Israel-Gaza conflict was not the first time that the Israeli military-intelligence complex 
targeted another country’s telephone network in pursuit of both tactical and psychological objectives. 
During the 2006 Israel-Gaza conflict (June 28-November 26), there were isolated reports of “a new 
Israeli tactic of using telephone, radio and leaflets to warn Gazans of impending attacks” (Urquhart, 
2006). One family in Gaza City received a telephone call from an individual identifying himself as 
“Danny [...], an officer in Israeli military intelligence”, who informed them that “[i]n one hour [the 
IDF] will blow up your house”. Approximately an hour after the call, an Israeli helicopter fired missiles 
at the house (ibid). Noting that the IDF’s warnings often turned out to be misleading, the Palestinian 
Center for Human Rights described the tactic as a malicious form of “psychological warfare”. In one 
instance, a family in central Gaza’s densely populated Bureij refugee camp received a call from a 
woman identifying herself as an “Israeli intelligence officer”, who told them their home would soon be 
targeted by the IDF and should be evacuated immediately. An hour later, the woman called back to 
inform the family she had “made a mistake” and politely terminated the call by prompting the family to 
“be safe” (ibid). 

 
In July of 2008, Lebanon’s Ministry of Telecommunications notified the United Nations of a 

series of seemingly random calls placed by Israeli intelligence on unsuspecting Lebanese telephone 
subscribers in the days following the July 16, 2008 prisoner swap between Israel and Lebanese 
organization Hezbollah. The Ministry said the calls relayed a pre-recorded message from “the state of 
Israel”, promising “harsh retaliation” against any planned attacks by Hezbollah and denouncing what it 
called Hezbollah’s efforts to create “a state within a state” in Lebanon. Lebanese Minister of 
Telecommunications, Jibran Bassil, said Israeli intelligence had engaged in similar practices during the 
2006 Lebanon War, but refused to elaborate (Karam 2008). 

 
In late October 2008, reports emerged from Syria about a “barrage of recorded phone messages 

asking people for information about missing Israeli soldiers in exchange for a $10 million reward”. 
According to a source inside the government-owned Syrian Telecommunications Establishment, the 
calls were in Arabic and were received by “thousands of landline subscribers”, who were prompted to 
dial either of two telephone numbers beginning with 44, the international calling code for Britain. 
Syrian government and security sources alleged the telephone calls were “designed to recruit agents to 
work for Israeli intelligence” (Anon 2008b). 
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THE BROADER CONTEXT 
 
In essence, the Israeli telephone operations outlined above, represent the most recent military and 
intelligence response to a number of communications challenges in modern asymmetrical warfare. 
These challenges are produced by the combination of three strategically interrelated factors: first, the 
rising physical and social mobility of transnational asymmetrical actors (Sageman, 2004, p.139ff); 
second, the unprecedented growth of cellular telecommunications networks in the global south (Hanson 
2007, p.125ff); third, the interface between increasingly mobile, increasingly networked asymmetrical 
actors, and increasingly pervasive cellular telecommunications. 

 
This situation is apparent in Iraq, where US forces have been fighting a well-organized 

insurgency since 2003. To a large extent, the insurgents’ heavy use of cellular phones and the Internet 
accounts for the widely recognized fact that, in the words of General John Abizaid, former Commander 
of the US Central Command, “[t]his enemy [in Iraq] is better networked than we are” (Shachtman 
2007). In light of this fact, it is somewhat ironic that the US occupation forces recognize the social and 
economic importance of developing Iraqi telecommunications (Braude 2003, p.110-112) while 
understanding that “[e]very new cell tower means a hundred new nodes on the insurgent network” 
(Shachtman 2007). By 2007, the utilization of the Internet by young members of Iraqi insurgent groups 
was so widespread, that the location of every Internet café in Baghdad was among targets displayed in 
the US armed forces’ Command Posts of the Future (CPOF) system, a digital monitoring grid guiding 
military operations in the country (ibid). In the early days of the insurgency, resistance groups 
responded to the Americans’ surveillance of cell phone networks by systematically destroying local cell 
towers (ibid). More recently, however, the insurgents have shown clear signs of having mastered the 
principles of asymmetrical communications, and are now even considering using the video capabilities 
of third generation cellular devices for “monitoring enemy activities” and “in tandem with conducting 
attacks” (Anon 2008c). 

 
Somalia offers another example of an active insurgency that is rapidly mastering the 

asymmetrical benefits of cellular telecommunications. In late 2006, the US approved and assisted 
Ethiopia’s invasion of Somalia in what is in fact one of America’s most recent covert wars. The 
operational aim of the invasion was to obliterate the local grassroots leadership of the Islamic Courts 
Union (ICU) and prevent the solidification of its rule in the country. Soon after the Ethiopian invasion, 
rank-and-file members of the ICU went underground in an attempt to organize a guerilla war against the 
invaders. Arguably, the most militant segment of the new underground movement is al-Shabaab (The 
Party of Youth), which used to be the youth organization of the pre-invasion ICU (Fitsanakis 2009). 
The strength of al-Shabaab and other al-Qaeda-linked militant groups in Somalia has reportedly been 
increased by what one informed observer has termed the severe blowback of the US secret rendition 
program in the country (Salopek 2008). Recent reports state that al-Shabaab’s middle leadership 
receives its operational instructions from the organization’s commanders, referred to as “emirs”, via 
daily text messages or phone calls placed from remote locations in Somalia and abroad (Mohamed 
2009). It is also reported that the group’s members are routinely “given prepaid phone cards to carry out 
their day-to-day operations”, which include sending threatening text messages to “those al-Shabab 
believes oppose them” (ibid). 

 
But the most pertinent illustration of the growth of guerilla communications in asymmetrical 

insurgencies is undoubtedly to be found in rural Afghanistan, as well as in Pakistan’s northwestern 
Federally Administered Tribal Areas. Cellular telephony was virtually unknown in Taliban-ruled 
Afghanistan, and was gradually introduced following the 2001 US invasion. By 2008, cellular devices 
had reportedly become “the most popular way of communicating” in the country (Brain 2008), with 
cellular phone coverage extended over virtually the entire country (Stuart 2008). In 2003, when Roshan, 
Afghanistan’s largest cellular telecommunication service provider —and the country’s largest investor, 
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employer and taxpayer— was founded, its Chief Executive Officer, Karim Khoja, exclaimed that his 
customers “may be Taliban, they may be warlords, who cares? We are apolitical —they are customers”. 
He added that “everybody in Afghanistan, including the Taliban, understands the importance of being 
able to communicate” (Anon 2007a). But Mr. Khoja’s convivial gesture to the Taliban concealed a less 
welcoming side: Western countries, which were among Roshan’s most enthusiastic investors, hoped to 
lure the Taliban into the cellular culture, so that their communications could be intercepted by Western 
intelligence agencies. 

 
NATO and Coalition forces are currently employing a similar method in Pakistan’s Federally 

Administered Tribal Areas. In March of 2009, Mobilink, Pakistan’s premier cellular 
telecommunications service provider, announced the start of its cellular coverage in South Waziristan, 
after having recently done the same in Bajaur, Mohmand, Kyber and Kurram. Pakistani newspaper The 
Daily Times reported that the region’s Taliban forces have initially “welcomed the facility”. Security 
sources told the paper that “use of electronic telecommunication equipment by the Taliban has helped 
security agencies nab wanted men in the past”, and added that “[t]his is what we hope happens” in 
South Waziristan as well (Anon 2009b). 
 
VOICE SCRAMBLERS, PRIVATE NETWORKS AND VOIP 
 
In Afghanistan, however, the Taliban have begun to realize that, in the words of one of their 
spokesmen, “the US and other foreign troops in the country are using mobile phone signals to track 
down the insurgents and launch attacks against them” (Page 2008). They have therefore started to 
accuse Rochan and other cellular telecommunications service providers of “colluding with US and 
other forces” (Brain 2008). In February of 2008, they gave cellular service companies 72 hours “to stop 
their signals from 5 p.m. to 3 a.m. in order to stop the enemies from getting intelligence through mobile 
phones and to stop Taliban and civilian casualties” (Shachtman 2008). The Taliban said that if the 
companies failed to abide their cell masts and offices would be targeted (Page 2008). 

 
One observer has speculated that the Afghan Taliban are attempting to eliminate institutional 

cellular service providers from the frequency spectrum in order to launch their own private cellular 
networks in areas under their control (Page 2008). If this materializes, it will not be the first time. In 
Lebanon, Hezbollah has been operating its own private telecommunications network since at least 
2007. In August of that year, Lebanon’s Minister of Telecommunications described the organization’s 
independent communications infrastructure as “a state violation” that subverted the authority of the 
Lebanese authorities and “went beyond logic”. But Hezbollah sources responded that the group 
required its own telecommunications network in the south “to protect its members from Israeli attacks 
and assassinations” (Anon 2007b). 

 
In reality, advanced satellite-based communications interception systems are able to pick up 

cellular signals even from private telecommunications networks —that is, without assistance from 
service providers. But by maintaining its own private network, an insurgent force can add a small 
stumbling block to the interception process, which can be further frustrated by additional technical 
features such as voice scramblers, strong encryption, voice-over-Internet-protocol (VOIP) capabilities, 
or a combination of all three. VOIP systems are already posing severe problems for intelligence 
agencies targeting asymmetrical insurgencies. The distinguishing feature of VOIP-based 
communications, which form the technical basis of popular communications software such as Skype 
and Vonage, is that audio signals are digitized and travel through most of the Internet infrastructure in 
binary, rather than audio, format. Furthermore, they are often encrypted using algorithms of various 
strengths. Additionally, VOIP data packets travel through Internet networks looking for unused lines, 
which may not necessarily constitute the most direct route to a given destination. Consequently, a VOIP 
source signal from New York to Los Angeles could easily reach its destination through, say, Reykjavik 
or Bogota. What is more, binary data packets often split, with different parts following different routes 
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to a given destination, only to reunite at a switch close to the end destination. This poses severe barriers 
to authorized communications interception, as well as to the ability of law enforcement and intelligence 
agencies to locate the source of target calls (Allen 2008). As early as 2005, there were reports 
describing Internet-based audio communications as a “massive technological blind spot” troubling US 
government wiretap experts (Bennett 2005). More recently, an anonymous industry insider alleged that 
the US National Security Agency (NSA) is actively soliciting several companies in its search for a way 
out of the technical challenges posed by Skype’s strong encryption and peer-to-peer network 
architecture. The unnamed source claimed that NSA is “offering billions to any firm which can offer 
reliable eavesdropping on Skype IM and voice traffic [...]. They are saying to the industry, you get us 
into Skype and we will make you a very rich company” (Page 2009). The popularity of VOIP systems 
has also been identified by Sir David Pepper, director from 2003 to 2008 of Britain’s General 
Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), as a threat that is “seriously undermining his organization’s 
ability to intercept communications” (Owen 2008).  

 
In the meantime, many Taliban insurgents in Afghanistan are already using Skype for their 

internal communications, in efforts “to evade detection by MI6”, Britain’s external intelligence agency 
(ibid). And they are not alone. In November 2008, while carrying out their three-day attack on Mumbai, 
India, members of the Pakistani militant group Lashkar-e-Taiba used VOIP-enabled mobile devices to 
communicate with their handlers in Pakistan. They remained in telephone contact with them throughout 
the operation, receiving real-time instructions and encouragement, until they either committed suicide 
or were shot dead by Indian security forces (Kahn 2008). After studying the technical aspects of the 
attack, the New York Police Department concluded that shutting down cellular and other wireless 
communications over an entire area would be the only feasible method of disrupting mobile VOIP 
contact between members of an asymmetrical cell and their handlers during an operation (Miller  2009). 
 
ASYMMETRIC INSURGENCIES FIGHT BACK 
 
It is not clear how the inevitable growth of encrypted telecommunications, as well as VOIP systems, 
will affect the ability of intelligence agencies to penetrate the communications systems of asymmetric 
insurgencies. In places like the Gaza Strip, it is apparent that the IDF are currently able to penetrate 
Palestinian telecommunications networks at will. They do this through a combination of routine 
collection of open source or dialing data (in the case of landline subscribers, whose telephone numbers 
are “generally available in phone books” [Michaels 2009]), as well as intelligence infiltration of cellular 
telecommunication service providers. This would not be particularly arduous in the Gaza Strip or the 
West Bank, where “all the important connections and the international telecommunication systems are 
connected in areas located outside the Palestinian territories” and where “inner-city, long distance, and 
international connections are still physically and financially under the Israeli control” (Faour 2007).  

 
Nevertheless, even under severe penetration of their telecommunications infrastructure by 

enemy intelligence, asymmetrical insurgencies have amply demonstrated that they are not mere passive 
targets of communications intelligence. During the 2008-2009 Israel-Gaza conflict, there were 
numerous instances of civilians refusing to abide by the IDF telephone call directives to evacuate their 
homes. In several cases, residents climbed up to the roofs or their homes and defiantly remained in 
plain view of hovering Israeli aircraft, thus managing to prevent impending airstrikes (Rabinovich 
2009). On January 1, 2009, Israeli media reported that dozens of Israeli mobile phone subscribers 
received text messages from Hamas “warning them that the offensive in Gaza will only bring about 
massive rocket fire on Israel” (Waked  2009). Less than a week later, a similar psychological operation 
by Hamas specifically targeted mobile phones belonging to Israeli reserve soldiers. The Palestinian 
group sent numerous fictitious “emergency call for duty” text messages to Israeli reservists, ordering 
them to present themselves at an IDF enlistment center in Haifa (Goren 2009). One of the young 
Israelis who received a text message from Hamas described the “unnerving” feeling he experienced, 
noting that “[i]t feels like they’ve invaded you” (Michaels 2009). To prevent intimidation and confusion 
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among the ranks of the IDF, Israeli military leaders forbade soldiers to carry personal cellular devices 
with them in the field (ibid). This was in sharp contrast to the 2006 Lebanon War, when “Israeli soldiers 
commonly tucked their phones into their cargo pockets when they went onto the battlefield and 
regularly used them to call home or keep in touch with friends” (ibid). According to Israeli retired 
brigadier general Shlomo Brom, Hezbollah intelligence officers took advantage of the Israeli soldiers’ 
attachment to their cell phones by regularly eavesdropping on their conversations (ibid). 
 
AT THE CENTER OF THE STORM 
 
Even in Israel’s heavily penetrated occupied territories, as the volume of telephone usage continues to 
increase by over 50% per year (Anon 2007c), as the cost of cellular service provision continues to 
decline, and as the asymmetrical communication skills of the insurgents improve, organizations such as 
Hamas and Fatah will undoubtedly consider going the way of Hezbollah and establishing their own 
independent communications infrastructures. Moreover, their technical dependency on Western 
hardware providers (Anon  2002) could well diminish in favor of providers from friendly regimes, such 
as Syria or Iran. 

 
The move toward establishing independent communications infrastructures is not unique to 

insurgencies, or even to developing nations. The present authors have been aware since 1998 of 
organized efforts by large criminal cartels or adversary intelligence organizations in the United States to 
purchase locally based telecommunications service providers in order to shelter their communications 
from government surveillance. One security expert of a large US telecommunication carrier told one of 
the authors in 2001: 

in effect —I’ve made this comment to the [Federal] Bureau [of Investigation (FBI)] that I’m 
sure they were well aware of [...]— who is to say that drug dealers or the mob cannot go out and create 
their own —or have not gone out and created their own— competitive local exchange carrier? They can 
do that themselves. I am sure they have thought of that. It would take a lot of financial resources to do 
that, but you’re talking about folks that have strong financial backing. They launder a lot of stuff 
[Fitsanakis 2001]. 

 
Commenting on this issue, an FBI Special Agent revealed to one of the authors that the Bureau 

has discovered at least one case where a local exchange carrier was purchased by organized criminal 
interests wishing to communicate in a surveillance-free environment: 

[w]e’ve actually seen the Mafia —the Italian Mafia— purchase a telephone company in New 
Jersey —the whole telephone company. Now, how are we going to tell that? You can’t just knock on 
the door and say “we’ve got this [electronic surveillance] court order and we were wondering if you 
could help us, but don’t tell anybody” [Fitsanakis 2000]. 

 
The above developments may be pointing to a rapidly changing landscape in communications 

intelligence, in which asymmetrical actors reinvent cellular telecommunications networks to achieve 
operational objectives. At the same time, state intelligence agencies are being drawn into viewing 
civilian telecommunications networks as operational assets to be utilized in the interests of promoting 
tactical or psychological goals. Regardless of the successes or failures of participating actors, both 
approaches appear to compete for control of telecommunications providers, who are finding themselves 
progressively closer to the center of the storm. By virtue of their critical role in administering large-
scale communications grids, these providers will continue to become the targets of overt and covert, 
legitimate and illegitimate operations to control large-scale telecommunications grids. These operations 
will often include political and physical threats, blackmail, intimidation, and even murder, as many 
observers seem to believe was the case in Greece’s 2005 Vodaphone and Italy’s 2006 Telecom Italia 
wiretapping scandals (Klein & Pontoniere, 2006). Ultimately, in this early stage of the changing 
landscape of communications intelligence, control over the medium, and not the content, of 
communications will be the primary operational goal. 
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